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Grumbling Out
Addressing Tuesday's Curbstone audience, Demetrius Mout.
sanides declared that half the students attending Central
were academically unfit. The economics professor sug.
gested a tuition hike to di_scourage pseudo-scholars from
· entering the college. He also advocated increasing ·the
GPA minimum to 2.3.

By STEVE MILLER
News ·Editor
Demetrius
Moutsanides,
speaking at Curbstone, branded
a recent instructor index ''bias.
ed," labeled 1900 central en.
rolless academically unfit and
damed administrators for main.
taining a "double standard."
In defense of recently "blacklisted" professors, professor of
economics Moutsanides charged
that student surveyers were "bi.
ased," and numbered' not 300,
but 30.
Moutsanides, a ''black.. list"
personality, acknowledged sup.
port of teacher indexes if per.
formed on a larger scale.
Drawing attention from alleged
qinstructional deficiencies, Mout.
sanides charged that roughly
one.half of the students now at.
tending Central are not college
material.
"U students cannot maintain
at least a 2.3 GPA, as 1900
enrolless have failed to do, I
don't want them in myclasses,''.
Moutsanides said.

To discourage pseudo-scholars from entering Central, Mout.
sanides advocates raising tuition
fees to $500 a year.
"U education is cheap, stu.
dents won'tappreciate it," Mout.
sanides said.
Low caliber students have
prompted many competent · prof essors to leave Central, according to Moutsanides.
"They (the professors) rea.
lize that half the · students in
their classes have no idea why
they're there,' 1 the economy pro.
fessor said.
Faculty losses · can also be
attributed to a "double stand.
ardu maintained by the admin.
istration, Moutsanides added.
''Dean Mccann recently re.
notified instructors that they
must secure PHDPs within four
years or leave. For some pro.
fessors, the period of grace is
up. A few remain, others were
forced to leave. Why the pref.
erence, Moutsanides questioned ..
Observing the proceedings was
former Curbstone chairmanMa.

ged Mughrabi.
Mughrabi, a senior, is trans.
ferring to the University of
Washington.
Commenting on Curbstone's
contribution, Mughrabi said:
"I think it has provided an
excellent dialogue between stu.
dents and administrators."

MAGED MUGHRABI
"u.dialogue excellent ••• '!
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Symposium Examines Revolutionary Values
Irish Soldier-Scholar Views
Order, Violence, and Justice
Well-qualified for his Sympo.
sium topic, ''Order, Violence,
and Justice," is Conor Cruise
O'Brien. His diversified past
includes a commanding post of
the Irish forces in the c ongo
under the u.N.., and a stint as
vice.chancellor of the University
of Ghana from 1962-1965. He is
currently Regents Professor and
Schweitzer Professor in the hu.
manities at New York Univer.
sity.

O'Brien feels that his expert.
ehce has been such that his most
useful contribution will be in
relation to revolution and coun.
ter-revolution in underdeveloped
countries.
In keeping with his attitude,
his lecture Thursday at 1:30
p.m. will revolve around such
topics as what attitudes arepos.
sible or probable on the part of
the advanced countries.
In his article "The Counter.
revolutionary Reflex" printed in
the spring, 1966 issue of "The
Columbia University Forum,"
O'Brien presents his arguments
about the divergent attitudes of
rich and poor countries toward
"peaceful" social revolution.
He points out-that this is pos.
sible in rich countries only be.
cause there are enough re.
-sources to fulfill the demands
of the ·needy, who are usually
minority groups. Change is al.
lowed because it is not harmful
to the ruling classes.
But he does go on to show that
in the poor countries, the needy
are the masses, not the minority
groupi5. And there are so few
resources in these countries, it
would be difficult to fulfill the
demands of the impoverished

majority. It is even less likely
that these demands would be fulfilled when they work against the
interests of the capital-control.
ling ruling classes.
He postulates that, contraryto
the idealistic and flimsy notions
of the "have" countries, social
revolution in the "have.not"
countries cannot be accomplish.
ed without political revolution ..
A vicious circle is begun when
the rulers can purchase mer.
cenaries for protection and
strong-arm methods from among
their own people.
The resulting danger of de.
fections gives rise to extra.
national, counter.revolutionary
forces
O'Brien may excite some lis·
teners to indignant protests of
antioAmericanism; however, he
verifies his every statement with
trends in currenthistory.

An investigation of thecurrent
values and forces of revolution
in its various contexts will take
place here when the 1967 Sym.
posium convenes April 19.22.
Significant persons from the
arts, the humanities, the sci.
ences and the business world
will be in attendance during
the four day symposium.
Stokely Carmichael, Sidney
Hook, Susan Sontag, Conor
Cruise O'Brien, and John Dyck.
man are the highlight speakers.
Their comments are intended to
answer and to raise questions
concerning this year's topic of
"Revolution.'' It is intended by
the Symposium Committee that
this year's topic be examined
from its political, social and
economic aspects rather than
from a more limited point of
view.
One of the guest speakers who
should be most able to keep the
discussion of Revolution from
becoming abstract to any de.
gree whatsoever is Stokely Car.
michael, chairman of the Student
Non.violent Coordinating Com.
mittee.

Stokely Carmichael Speaks
At "Revolution" Symposium
Stokely Carmichael, chairman
of the Student Non-violent Co.
ordinating Committee (SNCC)
will be the key speaker for Sym.
posium this year.
"I have worked with SNCC
·since its beginning. I believe
that while most other organiza.
tions are working for reform,
SNCC is trying to laythefounda.
tion for a revolution. I do not
feel that a reform movement
will solve the socio-economic
problems facing us,'' Car~ich.
ael explained.
When Carmichael was eleven,
his family moved from his birthplace of Trinidad, Jamaica to the
slums of Harlem.
In 1960, Garmichael graduated
from high school and entered
Howard, a Negro University in
Washington, D.c.
Carmichael's first civil rights

Carmichael has been in the
past and is presently an active
and revolutionary force in the
civil rights struggle. As the
originator and proponent of
''black power," Carmichael has
often been severely castigated.,
Many current misconceptions of
the meaning of the term should
be clarified when he presents
his address on "The Revolu.
tionary Act."

CONOR CRUJSE O'BRIEN

•••Political revolt needed •••

Author and critic Susan Son.
tag should also create interest
when she illuminates the position of the arts to revolution.
Miss Sontag is particularly an
authority on the current under.
ground movements in the areas
of painting, writing, and music.

involvement was in Tennessee.
He has been active in many
movements and has been ar.
rested many times since.
Carmichael is credited with
having originated the term
"Black Power."
In an article ealled "What We
Want," Carmichael explained
what the term means.
Psychologically, it is directed at Negro people, preaching pride
in blackness.
Carmichael is against integra.
tion as the word is commonly
used. It implies that the Negro
must raise himself up and be.
come an imitation of white man
to obtain equality.
Carmichael can only accept
integration if it is a meeting of
both sides, each moving. Inte.
gration, he feels, is not just
Negroes moving into white neigh.
borhoods, but whites moving into
Negro areas, too.
"Where Negroes lack a ma.
jority, Black Power means prop.
er representation and sharing at.
control," Carmichael claims.,

Auburn Band
To Perfonn

STOCKELY CARMICHAEL

tor 'Black Powe..

The 145-piece Auburn High
School band, orchestra, and
choir will perform this after.
noon in the Hertz Recital Hall.
The concert, from 4.5 p.m. will
be complimentary.
After the concert, the stu-.
dents and their directors will
be given a guided tour of the
campus

Coed Joins Squad
Cathy Benedetto, an attractive Central Washington
State College coed who perfected her jump and hook
shots "by playing basket00.11 with the fellas back
home in Olympia," has earned a berth on the United
States squad which will play in the World Women's
Basketmll Tournament.
·
The 5-10 Central star was one of 12 players select.
ed from a group of 24 candidates at a two.week
training camp at Kimberling City, Moo
The World tourney opens next week in Prague,
Czechoslovakia. Miss Benedetto will leave for Europe
Sunday (April 9), flying with the team from Kansas
City. They will return late in April.
For the past two years, Miss Benedetto has been
a mainstay for the CWSC women's team, averaging
better than 25 points per game. She attracted national
attention by scoring 44 points in one game at the
national AAU championships at Gallup, N.M., last
year.
International competition is not altogether new for
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Benedetto of (5325
LitUe Rock Rd.) Olympia. She was a member of the
1966 U.S. All.Star team which met the touring Russian
National Women's Team in Ellensburg.
Chances are good that she'll face theRussiansagain.
The USSR has won each of the past three World Tour.
na.ments; the United States the two before that.

Women Upset With Hours
"About 90 per cent of the
women aren't happy with the
present hours. Why something
hasn't been done before I don't
know."
So Tim Wing, SGA social vice.
president, explained the estab.
lishment of the Committee on
Women's Hours. The fourteen.
member committee has spent
one month studying and discuss.
ing womens hours.
For the past three years the
hours for Central's women have
been 12 and two. Before that
the hours were 10 and 12.
"The best reason Dean With..
erspoon, dean of students, could
give the committee as to why
we have hours is because they
are a tradition, we have always
had hours. Also, the Dean felt
they may help the girls adjust
to college life," Wing stated.

QUESTIONNAIRE
DISTRIBUTED
To make thewomenthinkabout
their hours, a questionnairewas
distributed by the committee at
registration. Pointed questions
were asked, such as; should the

'cream of the crop' women who
go to college be treated like
adolescence or maturing adults;
and are college women too im·
mature to handle t.heir own re.
sponsibilities of good study and
moral habits?
·
Continuing their campaign to
make
the campus women
"think,'' committee members
have visited Courson and Kamofa.
Halls during their dorm meet..
ings. The women were asked to
discuss their hours_ and what
they would like to see the cot.
lege accept in terms of hours.
During the next two weeks, the
remaining women's dorms will
be visited.

Kramer to be there for ques.
tioning.
At the conclusion of the two
months of work, a poll of cam.
pus women will be taken. They
will be asked to express what
they believe the hours should
be, why they should or should
not be changed, how they use
the present hours, and how these
hours effect them.
"I think that most women agree
that hours for upper class men
are ridiculous and this will show
up in the pole that we take'' said
Wing. For example, the univer.
sity of Washington has dropped
all womens hours," he added.

DEANS SOLICITED
The committee, vying. for the
support of the administration,
hopes to have Marybelle Rockey,
dean of women, and Don Wise,
dean of men, at its meeting
.April 10.
April 18, the question of worn.
ens hours will be brought before Curbstone. Plans are uD.
derway for Deans Rocky and
Wise and campus Chaplain Don

END RESULTS
From the results of the
poll the committee members will
formulate a proposal to submit
to the administration.
"I think the ad mini st ration will
consider any propasal
put forward in an organized man.
ner, especially when it represents a large majority of those
concerned." Wing prophesed.
~eriously

"Society is changing, these
hours should change too. The
question is, are we going to lag
behind?" he asked in conclusion.

Library ~hows

Varied Works
On Symposium
Books and articles on or by
Symposium speakers are now
available in Bouillon Library o
Included in the works arearticles by Susan Sontag, Sidney
Hook, Connor Cruise O'Brien,
and Stokely Carmichael, four of
the guest speakerso
The materials may not be
checked out until April 21, the
end of Symposium.
Library periodicals will no
longer be available for loans
outside the building.
"Extended library hours and
Xerox photocopy will provide
ample opportunity for use within
the library" according to Clif.
ford Wolfsehr, Assistant Direc.
tor of Libraries.

Meet a national resource named Steve .
Steve is a cross-country track man, an artist;
and an explorer of worlds that do not exist. That
toothpick model is an attempt to study what
lies beyond our three known dimensions.
At the 1966 International Science Fair, Steve
won a ribbon for his theory of dimensions. But he
didn't stop there. He believes the number of
other dimensions is limitless, and is hard
at wor~ to prove it.
Why our interest in Steve? Because young
people are our greatest national resource.

They deserve all the help they can get
toward realizing their potentials.

When You Must Keep Alert

Contributing to science fairs, providing
scholarships and fellowships, refinery tours
and geology tours, and teaching materials
for schools, are just some of the ways our
Company shows its active interest in today's
-young men and women.
Standard Oil is trying to help young people
discover more about themselves ...
and the world they live in.

Standard Oil Company of California
and its worldwide family of Chevron Companies

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

The ChevronSign of excellence
Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

Five DaYS of'F~in ·.....·.:
During WUS Week
Pie eating, turtle racing, and
a dormitory work auction will
be highlights of WUS Week, April
10.15, according to Graham
Hume, chairman of . the annual
event.
"World University Service in
a voluntary association of stu.
dents and professors in more
than fifty countries in all con.
tinents, working for the material
and intellectual advancement of
the world university community.
Funds from this association
build libraries and dormitorien
in underdeveloped nations,''
Hume stated.
Starting the week of events
will be a pie eating contest
on the Mall at 4 p.m., Tues.
day. A five dollar entry fee is
required for e1ch entrant and
each dorm is allowed to enter
one per son in the event. Tro.
phies will be awarded in men's
and women's divisions.
The SUB Cage will ho st the
dormitory auction on Wednesday
afternoon from 3 :30-5. Goods

. by Steve Miller · News Editor

Cute Connie .Comments

On Miss Sweecy Day
Sitting erect and poised, Con.
nie Harris, Miss Sweecy, re.
fleeted upon her reign as C en.
tral hostess numero uno.
"I've had a great aeal of
fun, but I think Miss Sweecy
could have been better man.
aged."
Connie noted a minimal per.
sonal appearance schedule.
''I represented the school at
Homecoming, Chad and Jeremy
and at a parade."
She continued.
"If we're going to have an
official school hostess (Miss
Sweecy) let's use her to the
full extent.''
The bubbling brunette added
that she would be willing to
manage her successor.
Home economics major Con.
nie, an assistant head resident .
at Courson, emphatically sup.
ports continuation of Sweecy
Day.
"It's part of our tradition,"
she remarked.
On Sweecy Day unplea.santries
last year, Connie explained: ·
"Most of the problems en.
countered were initiated by non.
students."
Standing to assist a Courson
frosh, articu1ate Connie noted
her dorm responsibilities.
"They're low.grade admin·
istrative duties. I help distribute
mail, 1aundry, and try andmain.
tain quiet. I also serve as a
source of counsel for the girls."
Reflecting_on her college ex.
erience, she commented:
"I've worked my way through
school. I think a person ap.
preciates education more if he
must pay for it himself."
Upon graduation next Fall,
Connie hopes to live in Cali.
fornia and secure employmentas
home economist.
On marriage, Connie said:

lnscape Goes

On Sale Soon
CONNIE HARRIS

"I p1an to . wait a few yea.rs
after graduation."
Connie holds no rigid standards for the ideal man.
· "I like all kinds. of people."
She emphasized that people
should be themselves, though.
From her position of royalty,
Connie has sensed a decrease
in student apathy on the Central
· campus.
"Students are showing more
interest 1a tely," Connie n_o ted.
She listed the Student Aware.
ness Movement and faculty black
list as key examples of student
action.
"I may not necessarily agree
with such efforts, but I'm glad
to see people thinking," Connie
said.
With that, curvacious Connie
bid this reporter goodby and
returned to the demands of her
job.
Yum, yum!

"Inscape" will go on sale in
the SUB lobby this Monday for
25 cents. This issue, contain.
ing 80 pages of prose, poetry
and art work, is a double issue
and the only one to be published
this year o
The annual "lnscapen prizes
for the best poetry and art work
submitted by a student at cen.
tral were awarded to Richard
Shorten, a Carmody Hall sopho.
more, and Susan Wilson, off.
campus senior.
Shorten was awarded the
poetry prize for his three poems
published in "lnscape" and Miss
Wilson received the art prize
for two pon and ink drawings.
The prizes are $25 ea.ch.
Included in this yea.r's issue
is a special section of trans.
lations by Maged Mughrabi, for.
eign student from Jordan, and
George Poutes, foreign student
from Greece. The translations
are of modern Arab and Greek
poetry.

La.st quarter ea.ch school ap.
plied to represent up to five
countries. High schools for the
April 7-8 conference were cho.
sen on a first come, first serve
basis and were restricted to 25
representatives.
The boys will be housed at
Nicholson Pavilion and the girls
at various off.campus ·rest.
dences.

'~d&4fiif{if
,
,
Bar 8-Q-Beef
·Ham-Turkey·
on

·Specially made
trench ·loaf:

.W ebste.rys
Bar B-Q
. Acrnss From Ad. B'u ildfng

to buy slacks •••
you have to S££slacks
So here's a sweeping San Francisco scene - of spectacular
Cambridge Classics. Classic Ivy Styling in the magnificently
casual San Francisco manner. Wide range of rich, action
colors and patterns. Never need pre$sing. (About $10.) Ask
your favorite store or write for name of store nearest you.

I can1brld~e classics

''The purpose of the convention
is to model it as much after the
real United Nations as possible.
Because Central is a teachers~
college, we also hope thatCWSC
students w111 use this oppor.
tunity to observe high school
students at work" Tom Lineham,
president of Central's MUN,
said.

BOX 2468. SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94080

FABRIC SHOP
Everything

for

your sewing

needs.

412 N. Pine

962-2204

Mini Cut-Sasoon
M·ini Perm-Body Curl

LEROY SPEAKS

Honored speaker for the ~eek.
end ~s Dr. Paul Leroy, assist.
ant professor of history.
·
Activities began today as ar.
riving students registered at.
the Pavilion. A 00.nquet will be .
held in thuir honor tonight from
6:15-7:30 at Holmes Dining Hall.
Tom«;>rrow the MUN convention
w111 be held at McConnell Audi.
torium with conferences taking
place in Shaw.Smyser Hall.

LEOTARDS and TIGHTS For
DANCE and P.E. STUDENTS

Campus Beauty Pal or,
in the Plaza

Band Box
5th Ave.

J

.::r:::t::tH:>,,

CACTUS.CASUALS "W'
k~~¥~5~

THE.

Model UN Hosts High Schools
Beginning today, Central's
Model UnitedNationsclub(MUN)
will act as host to 26 high schools
from all over Washington for the
annual MUN High SchoolConfer.
ence.

from downtown stores will be in•
eluded in the auction .
Thursday's WU s event will be a
turtle race. According to Hume ,
all sizes of turtles are eligible
with a five dollar entry fee.
Each dorm may have one entry.
The "Surprise Package" will
play for the wus Week dance on
Friday night from 9-12 in the
SUB Ballroom. The "Surprise
Package" is a band from Seat.
tie. Cost for the dance is sev.
enty..five cents per person.
Culminating the week's events
will be another R n 1 R dance
on Saturday night spansored by
the Intercollegiate Knights. Part
of the proceeds from this dance
will also go to the World uni.
versity Service.

Available At

BERRY'S

'

·CampusCrier Spotlights Op1n1on
,Students· Visit·
State Capitol
UnderSGA

laugh with Demetrius
Tuesday Demetrius Moutsanides, assistant pro1essor o1 economics, told a Curbstone audience students with less than a
2.3 G.P .A. don't belong in college.
Obviously such students are goof-offs; and they probably aren't
learning anything anyway. About l,9op Central students would
be given the boot under the Moutsanides retention policy.
Furthermore, tuition should be raised to $ 500 per year per
student. Such a fee would eliminate those students not seriously
pursuing their education, Moutsanides said.
We suspect that Moutsanid~s' speech is most valuable when
treated as the joke it is.
Just to carry his joke a Utile further, so that we can all enjoy
his humor, we propose that college professors be pa.id a flat
$3,000 per year. We suggest $3,000 because that is the Great
Society poverty level and, as most students will attest, poverty
is no joke.
Such a salary maximum is certainly consistent with the Mout.
sanides outlook. A professor who would teach for such a salary
would truly be dedicated to his job.
Seriously, we would suggest that college expense is already
high enough to discourage many well qualified potential collegians.
It is precisely because of financial pressures that many of
the most capable college students must "moonlight" at part
time jobs-often receiving deceptively lower grade points as
a result.
Most of the working students we know aren't complaining.
But they are vitally concerned with their education and with
staying as far out ot debt as is possible.
As much as we have tried to help, we doubt that many students
will be able to laugh with Demitrius.
·

Thursday and Friday, March
30 and 31, twenty students visit.
ed the state capitol under the
sponsorship ot the SGA.
While in Olympia, the group
visited with Governor Evans,
Lieutenant Governor Cher.
berg, Speaker of the House Don
Eldridge, the 13th District Rep.
resentatives, stu Bledsoe and Sid
Flannigan, and State Senator Nat
Washington.
The group also visited the Of·
fices of the Attorney General,
State Treasurer, Secretary ot
State, and the Supreme Court,
where they contacted Judge Hamilton.
group for a smorgasbord din·
ner and informal discussion in
the motel rooms for two hours.

1
'

T~t~ WOULD ~~ 'THG 10£AL CAMPLlfJ oN WHICH TO

T~AC.H IF IT WE~E"N'T ~ TI{ 17.AN~ ~TUDeNT5."

Bob Lee said the state of.
ficials were unusually willing to
discuss the main topics with the
cwsc representatives.

from Oth_er Co//eges-------

Questi on of Dorm Hours
(ACP) - Regulations governing women in residence at universities across the nation have long been criticized as archaic
and dictatorial, comments the Daily Reveille, student news.
paper at Louisiana State University.
Lack of enforcement, however, sometimes makes those rules
somewhat less than dictatorial, This fact is illustrated by
Nicholas von Hoffman's report of life at th& University of Illinois
in his new book, 'The Multiversity'.
The Daily Reveille described his account:
Closing hours at the university are 10:30 p.m. on week nights,
1 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights, and 11 p.m. on Sundays.
And according to the ''Code on Undergraduate Student Affairs,"
a coed late more than 10 minutes during a semester ts subject
to disciplinary action. In practice, however, a coed is less like·
ly to get in trouble if she stays out all night than if she is 15
minutes late.
Bed checks are not made, so no one knows if a student is out
overnight unless there is a fire drill. But, as one coed told Hoff·
man, "They always tell beforehand when they're going to have
a fire drill and they never have them on weekends."
Of even greater significance is Hoffman's account of activities
in the lobby of one of the dormitories. "Some of the young people,
in twos and fours, sat and . chatted; but only three or four feet
away were lovers, in close to horizontal positions on pieces of
furniture that were never designed for their present usage."
The housemothers, unlike those at LSU, remain unseen. Each
dorm is closed by five girls called "closers," who draw the
-drapes and pry loose the cleaving couples. At closing hour,
they douse the llghts and stand at the door to take the names
of latecomers, unless, of course, the latecomers happen to be
friends.
When asked why the univ er stty did not take steps to enforce
regulations, the dean of women said, "It would be an insult to .
a young woman." We notice she said woman and not lady.

On Coed Rights
After criticizing the· majority of CSU coeds for accepting the
status quo, Editor John Gascoyne offered these suggestions for
those few who would like to change the situation.
- Check into the legality of being denied certain privileges on
the basis ot sex. You might be surprised how some situations are
based on tradition rather than law.
- Reach an un~erstandlng With your parents. Get them to sign
a notarized statement to the effect that you are a big girl and
capable ot minding your own attalrs. Present this statement at
the door the first time you feel like staying out late or all night.

Ca01p[!s Crier
AIJ:AMfRICAN COLLEGE NEWSPAPER . 19~5;.66;

List Hit
To the Editor:
In regard to the recent "blacl::
list," I am certain that teach.
er evaluation of the right kind
would be helpful both to the pro.
fessors and to the students.
However, I feel that "hard"
teachers can be an important
phase of one's education, be.
cause the people with whom we
work and associate ·after col.
lege will very seldom, if ever
present us with situations that
are ideal in ever respect. This
means that the sooner we learn
to accept personal responsibility
for ~tting forth extra effort, the
better off we will be.
I have had courses from· two
of the professors mentioned on
the ''black1ist," Mr. Farkas and
Mr. Pahl. To be sure, I had
to study hard in both classeswhich is far from easy for a
mother with five children-but
I learned a lot more in these
classes than I have in many
classes from relatively "easy''
professors.
I made good grades in both
courses, and I don't consider
myself to be any brightr than
the average college student. Cer.
tainly, these professors could
have made the courses easier,
but if they had done so, I would
have learned much less than I
did- am after all, what are we
in college for?
I am reminded of the follow.
tng statement made by a teach.
er of whom I read recently:
"I am not so much concerned
about what my students think of
me now, as with what they will
think of me ten years from
·now."
I, for one, will always be glad

that I had an opportunity for
learning experiences from at
least two of these "profs you
cannot afford to take."
Off Campus
Pat Darty

Another Blow
To the Editor:
I thank the Crier for front..
page publication of the facuity
black-ball list. And I am puzzled
by some of the accompanying
published comments. In contrast
to "flat refusal," I should llke
to comment a little.
First of all, theanonymousac.
cusation did not surprise me. I
had fair warning in writing on
a student pa.per in my English
101 class that some such
reprisal would be taken for my
failing him in the course. The
paper was ba.Ply written, and after waiting in vaµt for the pass.
ing paper he never wrote, of
course I could not pass him;
Second, the anonymous char·
acter of the project in general
does not surprise me. I thought
that this was the way of dis.
gruntled students at Central. !
have dealt with about four hun.
dred students here, and perhaps
fifty of that number have taken
the trouble to confer with me
personally about their class
work, perhaps a dozen of that
fifty to co mplaln. Almost al.
ways these · conferences have
been helpful to me am to the
students. But the majority of my
dissatisfied students see fit to go
elsewhere with their complaints.
The gentleman I mentioned
above was less cowardly than
many. While he did not have the
courage to engage me in conver.

Editor-in-chief, Paul R. Hart;
Associate Editor, Steve Miller;
Managing
Editor, Vicki Falkenbury; News Editor, D'Ann Pedee;
Sports Editor, Greg Balvi; Head Copy Editor, Rik Nelson; Copy
Editors,
Jim Carnes and Joe. Grove;
Business Manager, Sharron
Thompson;
Advertising ~presentative, Ed Hartstein;
Assistant
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sation, he at least signed his
name to the insulting paper he
handed to me.
In short, I see no reason that
this black-listing group should
not operate according to custom,
the custom of protecting oneself
by anonymity.
And last, I should like to say
that, relatively speaking, the
black-list was a pleasant sur.
prise to me. I expected some.
thing much more embarrassing.
To find my name among the
1l3:mes of distinguished teach.
ers from several departments
was an honor I was not pre.
pared for. I do not . know all
these teachers, but those I do
know have had my professional
respect throughout my acquaint.
ance with them.
Anne Friman
Associate Professor of English

DEPLORA.BLE
To the editor:
It is deplorable that an anon.
ymous group of students engaged
during registration period in a
defamatory propaganda, urging
other students to stayawayfrom
courses of certain professors,
including the undersigned.
I do not deny that there are
some bad instructors on this
campus- md not because they
give· a lot of D's and E's, but
because of their poor quality ot
teaching- but it should be left
up to the entire student body to
evaluate the faculty, rather than
become the task ot a few biased
and incompetent students.
My firm belief is that this
anonymous group, wearing a
mask of doubt~ hypocrisy and
slander, consists of students
(Continued on Page 5)
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On the Law

/

Consequences of Felony Conviction
Editors Note:
The following reprinted article explains
the consequences of felony conviction. Each
of the individuals arrested locally in recent
narcotics raids is charged with commiting a
felony. Any convicted will have to face these
consequences over and above prison terms
. or fines.
Two juveniles were convicted recently in Grinnell,
Illinois of car theft. When he imposed sentence the
presiding judge delivered an admonitory lecture that
has drawn the attention and approval of people wher.
ever it has been re.printed. It provides our com.
mentary today; and we offer it in the public interest.
Here is what the district court judge said:
"You come from good homes, both of you. Eddie,
I've known your father for many years and I have
for him as much respect as for any man I know.
I do not know what attitude he has taken about this
home, but since your arrest he has gone about his
work with his face as full of sorrow as if there had
been a death in the family.
"You retain his love, but you will never again
have his full respect and confidence. There will
never be a time when you are away from home when
he will not have a feeling of fear and wonder about
what you are doing .
. FAMILY IS AS GOOD
"Herbert, Mrs. R. tells me that your family is as
good as Eddie's. You may be sure that the things
I say apply equally to you.
''Now, you have been convicted of a felony. A
felony is a crime for which you might be sent to
the penitentiary. In this case I do not have to send
you to the penitentiary. I am permitted to give
you a parole.
"But if you never see the inside of a penitentiary
or tho jail you will not have escaped from the pen.
alties of your crime.

"You stand convicted of a felony o The record of
your conviction will be here as long as the court.
house stands. No amount ot good conduct in the
future can ever erase it. Next year, or ten years
from now, or when you are old men, if you are ever
called tobewitnessesinanycourtof law, some lawyer
will point his finger at you and ask this question:
"Have you ever been convicted of a felony?"
''And ,you will hang your head and admit that
you have, because if you should deny it, then the
record of these proceedings will be brought up from
the vaults·and read to the jury.
"And the question will be asked for the purpose of
casting doubt on your testimony. Convicted felons are
not believed as readily as Qij}.er persons.
NO COUNTRY WILL ALLOW
"It may be that some day you will have a chance

to get in one of the expanding countries of South
America, and you will apply for a passport. You
will not get it. Canada might allow you to come in for
a two.week fishing trip, but you will notbe allowed to
stay. No country will allow you to become a resident.
"Your world is, oh so much smaller than it was.
''Some day you may seek a position in the civil
· service of your state or of your nation. On the ap. plication blank you will find this question: "Have
you ever been convicted of a felony?'
"Your truthful answer will bar you from exam.
ination-an untruthful answerwlllbedetectedbecause
appointments are made only after investigations.
The record is here to be fo_µpd byany one interested.
SURETY BOND REQUIRm
''Some day you may want to take a position of
trust, where a surety bond is required. On the ap.
plication for the bond will appear this question,
'Have you ever been convicted of a felony?'
''And while you are going from one bonding company to another, trying to find one willing to take

a chance on you, the position will be filled by some
applicant who has not been convicted of a felony.
"In a few years, you will be 21 and others your
age will have the right to vote, but you will not.
Your father may be a candidate for public office,
but you will not be allowed to vote for him • The
members of your political party will not be interesfed
in you beca.use you will have no vote to give.
HAVE NO VOICE
"You will be a citizen of your state and country,
but you will have no voice in public affairs.
·uu may be that some day the governor will pardon
you and restore your rights, but it is going to be
humiliating to ask him. He'll want to know your
whole record. It is a bad one.
"¥our country is callirig men to the colors. Its
need is such that men are being drafted. But the
Army will never accept you, nor will the Navy.
Military men are proud of the service; they will
not permit it to be debased by the enlistments of
a convicted felon.
''I am granting you a parole. A pa.role is in no
sense a pardon. You will report to the men who
have accepted your pa.role as often as they may ask.
· Your convenience is not _..a matter of importance.
OBEY YOUR PARENTS
"You will also obey your parents. If your pa.rents
send• you to bed at 9 o'clock,_ you will go without
complaint. You wW perform such tasks as are
assigned to you. Your parole is a fragile thing.
"Should the slightest complaint of your conduct
reach this court your .parole will be revoked immediately and you will begin serving your sentence.
You will not be brought back here for questioning
and.or explanations. You will be picked up and taken
to prison- ·without notice to you and without delay."
Eild of quote, a district judge in Grinnell, Illinois
in sentencing two juveniles for car theft.

--On Sweecy Politics-------

(Continued from Page 4)
who are here for reasons un.
related to a genuine desire to
learn and to work hard to achieve
a good education for which they
are being subsidized to the extent
of at least $1000 per year.
They are not college material
at all; they are completely devoid of the intellectual capacity
required for successful work in
the hard.core courses. Their
whole attitude is one of apathy
and complete cij.sregard for their
duties and responsibilities.
Their presence here makes for
an environment which is less
than desirable, not only for the
serious and intelligent students,
but for the faculty as well.
If Central is to achieve a high.
er status of educationalachieve.
ment, it is obvious that students
like those mentioned above
should be dropped as soon as
possible.
If, by being 'tough, and at the
same time a good and capable
instructor (I have hundreds of
reasons to believe that these
qualities are true about me),
I have succeeded in reducing the
number of inferior students circulating on this campus, while
encouraging the good ones toward serious arid successful
work, then I feel I have accomplished a grea. t deal.
The college as a whole, how.
ever, should take immediate ac.
tion to correct the situation.En.
trance requirements should be
·raised to 2.3 or 2 .5, and tui, tions and fees should be raised
from the present level of about
$250 for three quarters to about
$500 • .

At the same time, the college
. should form a sizeable fund of
scholarships and l<JiLllS to enable
the good but less affluent stu.
dents 1to remain and complete
their education.
, This approach, no doubt, will

go a long Wa.y towards creating
a student body and a faculty of
good quality.
Demetrius Moutsanides
Assistant Professor of
Economics

Student's Role
To the editor:
The very polite way in which
Dean Mccann - answered com.
plaints by students and faculty
of a "tyrannousadministration''
on 9 March should set people
at ease by informing them of
just how much scope they really
do have in determining academ.
ic policy.
I would like to add one further
thought. Students who want more
and more to say about how the
college should be run seem to
forget its purpose. Even those
medieval universities which
were organized by students made
the assumption that there ·was
something about thinking a.Qd
living which the students did not
know without being taught: hence,
the need to hire the teachers.
If the situation ls such that the
student knows how to run his
own studies, and has no _morce
to gain by sitting at the feet
of the faculty, then he does not
belong in college any m.ore.
It's the same way in graduate seminars: when you are so
restless and full of ideas that
you cannot sit still at the way
the course is being run, you have
completed your formal educa.
tion and you go out to teach.
If this now happens to many
students in the middle of their
· undergraduate years, I believe
we should accommodate them
and relieve shortages of tea.ch.
ers and pressures on universities by granting permission to
teach in the lower grades with
a 2.year associate in arts de.
gree.
My arrival at this opinion

has been facilitated by helping
tea.ch ~n interdisciplinary sem.
inar consisting of students with
high GP A's, who are given maximum opportunity to work and
learn over a wide range of
thought.
Two of these students came to
me for advice. One spent most
of an hour trying to get me to
take hlck my critical comments
on her completed paper; one
comment asked why the student
ignored the scholarly biblio·
graphical articles included in the
reading list I · prepared, while
citing an item from an unreli.
able popular magazine.
The other student listened to
my opinions on the first draft
of his paper and then went right
out and completed it without in·
cluding evidence that he had
heard a word I said. Both of
them would have been spending
their time much more usefully
at the head of a junior high or
grammar school class.
John Chappel
Instructor in Geography

SAM Advised
To the editor:
Recently a student organization, which is purportedly ded.
icated to awareness, conducted
a student poll on registration.
They claimed that this poll was
necessary because no one else
on campus was interested or
.active.
However, at the same time,
the SGA-Adm1nistration Ad Hoc
Committee on Registration was
conducting a long.planned, scientlfic survey Inside the Pavilion.
Perhaps the Student Awareness
Movement should become more
aware themselves before they
attempt to cause awareness
among the rest of the students.
Nile D. Thread
Off.campus

Ca m pus Politics Swing
-------By Chris Edwardson Spring has sprung, the flowers are bloomingg
the birds are singing, and by no means lasip
the political groups are coming out of their
winter dormant stage.
Despite wiiiter quarter~s late committee meet..
ings and ill.attended regular meetings, the or.
ganized groups are, hopefully, now ready to
move into action.
,
Accompanied by vague and not always com.
plimentary rumors, the Straight Arrow Athletic
Club (SAAC) finally came out into the open
toward the end of last quarter. The group
came dangerously close to a campus.wide
kangaroo tr~l as rumors preceded the club
to the extent that it was beginning to take
the form of a mythical beast.
RUMORS ABOUN>
These rumors are always the forerunners of new clubs on
campus, especially clubs of this form. For example, it was
commonly rumored that the SAAC was a campus drinking club
(a rumor that has not been either confirmed or denied).
However, just like the heroes in an old Western, the good
guys came through in the nick of time, when they promised
the proceeds of their dance to the library, an estimata1 $450.
If the group maintains its just-this-side-of.seriousness image,
abstract doors ~Y be open to them that more straight.faced
groups are' denied.
SAM ORGANIZES
A second newcomer to the Central political scene is the Student
Awareness ~ovement (SAM). Organized along a more serious
vain than SAAC, SAM has taken it upon itself the abolition o!
student apathy or, what's worse: unawareness.
One of SAM 's biggest problems, as with all new groups, is
image. They will be fighting both the images already established by preceding groups and the ever.present rumors that
·always plague such organizations.
At its birth the suggestion o! calling the group Studeut Actl-ln
Movement was dropped for image reasons because o! the con.
nections that might be implied between SAM and AND.
·
ANEWSGA
Spring is the _sea.son o! new birth and, U it's not possible to
,be born like the previous iwo groups, then the.only thing left is
to be born again. Tim Wing, soc~l vice-president, tried to ex.
press this idea in his phrase "Your New SGA".
The SGA, too, bas been having image problems that the new
officers and members hope to correct.
Wing's "newness" is an mq>ression of an ideal. Fine. Now
·we hope that the expression becomes a reality and the idal
becomes more tangible.
, AIMS GIVEN
So tar, the intention o! the committee is to hit the campus
with some fast and controversial mater.la.I, questioning the value
of women's hours. They hope to break three major, long established traditions.
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College News Digest

'Hippy' News, ' Helix' App ea rs 1n Seattle
UNIVERSITY OF WASHING·
TON DAILY-The news is on
the Vietnam war, civil rights,
psychedelic experience and con.
temporary music. The make-up .
is flashy, and it's printed on
colored paper in typewriter
script. But the idea is catch.
ing, and the outlook is a hope.
ful one for Helix, Seattle's new.
est "hippy" newspaper.
Created just a month and a
half ago, Helix is the brain·
,child of Paul Dorpatand "thirty.
five or forty other persons."
A former curriculum chair.
man for Seattle's Free u, Dor.
pat met with interested persons
after conferring with Paul Saw.
yer, the Unitarian minister from
Shoreline, about publishing "a
paper that would honestly report
on mismanaged news."

All operations for the news.
paper center around a small
rented room on Roosevelt Way.
All work on Seattle's new "hip
rag" ls voluntary.

LSD Becomes
Health Hazard
THE UBYSSEY, UNIVERSITY
OF BRITlSH COLUMBIA- LSD
is simply a health hazard, like
smallpox, said a UBC psychi.
atrist Friday.
Dr. Conrad Schwartz, consultant psychiatrist for the UBC
health service, told a meeting
of UBC !nterna tionalists that
psychiatrists and other special.
ists ha ~e a right and duty to

warn people of the dangers publicly.
.
He said LSD reactions were
quite unpredictable and unreli.
able even when administered by
a psychiatrist.
· "I don't think any person, if
he respects himself as an indi.
vidual and if he realizes the ef.
fects, would take LSD in anything
but carefully controlled set.
tings," said Schwartz.

Pill Problem
Hits Campus
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGANThe birth control pill is raising
many
questions
nationwide
among student health services
in colleges. Are prescriptions
for the pill within their prov.

ince? Should such prescriptions
be given to unmarried students?
Surveys of student opinions
at some colleges have produced
a resounding "yes" in favor of
distribution of the pills by college health services.
A survey of 315 member in.
stitutions of the American Col.
lege Health Association r,ecently
indicated that 26 per cent of the
clinics prescribe pills only to
married women students, seven
per cent only for medical pur.
poses, and eight per cent for
single women who take a pre.
marital examination or show
other intent to marry in the
near future.
The survey also showed that
only one clinic in 25 prescribes
contraceptive pills for single
women who do not intend to
marry in the near future.

Pizza Mia
Phone

925-1111
Evening Delivery Su~. Through Thurs.

Dr. Morley B. Beckett, head of
the University's Health Service
here, says "We have no writ.
ten policy. You don't practice
medicine that way/'
·

Texas Ahead
In VD Cases
THE CAMPUS CHAT, NORTH
TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY,
DENTON, TEXAS-Texas has
taken the national lead . in the
number of venereal disease
cases reported- but Denton isn't
matching the statistical paceo
It is only once in a great
while that someone reports a
case of venereal disease here,
T. W. Schedler, Denton city
health officer, said. Rarely are
two cases reported a month and
they are usually syphillis infec.
tions.
"If the people in Denton have
venereal disease, they don~t re.
port it," the health officer said.
The health officer remembers
that even nine years ago when
he was a practicing physician,
he treated only about two cases
of gonorrhea a month, but no
more.
With 199 new cases reported
in the last four months of 1966,
Texas has moved ahead of the
former leader, Michigan.

ll> 1967 BLUE BELL, INC .

If you're ·16-22 you con be a Youn_g
Ambassador . Tell the people you meet
obout Aryierico while traveling in the
friendliest way: via bicycle and train,
staying in Youth Hostels as unique as
a choteau, as simple as a university
dormitory. Travel in small co-ed
groups with a trained American Youth
Hostels leader as choperon who'll
to~e you to famous cind untouristy places.
You'll get a travel wardrobe from
lady Wrangler's or Mr. Wrangler's
Young Ambassadors Collection and
you'll be supplied with a bike and
saddlebags .
Go to the store nearest you that
sells lady Wrangler or Mr. Wrangler
Sportswear. Look fo r the Young Ambassadors Collection and get your application form. Scholarship applications
close May 5, 1967.
Lady Wrangler Sportsw ear, 1407
Broadway, New York, N .Y l 0018.
"· Mr. Wrangler Menswear, 350 Fifth
'. Avenue, New York, N .Y 10001.
STYLE #1192

STYLE #1051

STYLE #1191

You'll call it fabulous ...
A new concept in ring design ... a brilliant diamond,
perfectly cut and set to reflect radiance from every angle.
Available with matching wedding bands,
all crafted with the Master's touch. By ...

American Youth Hostels

Entry Blanks At
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Sweecy Pot: It's Out of the Bag
·-_ · •mw•111;•1·•••1'.•••••1•••••1~•11~

S G A.'s Hamilton Maintains
Narcotics Education Needed
The recent Wholesale arrests
of 22 Central students on na.r.
cotics charges has convinced
SGA leaders that preventive education is needed.
To this end SGA president
Dennis Hamilton is attempting to
contact persons from theSeatUe
Police Department Narcotics
Squad inviting them to appear
as guest speakers on campUS
Hamilton said thatallarrange.
ments should be made within
several weeks. Although Hamil.
ton stated that he does not feel
that it is the duty of SGA to
educate students about na.rco~
ics, he did feel that an attempt
in this area could be worthwhile~
"The success or failure of a
program such as this depends en.
6

tirely upon the reaction of the
students, n he emphasized.
Hamilton, however, is not sym.
pathetic with any of those who
may be guilty of the sale or pos.
session of marijuana..
"They were aware of the
chance they were taking when
they began playing around with
marijuana," he said.
"Whatever their reasons for
doing so, they simply chose to
ignore the law," he said.
The program, when instituted,
will attempt to present and clar.
ify the possible statutory and .
emotional consequences ofusing
drugs of an illegal variety, Ham.
ilton said.
As an example he cited the per.
sons who are currently charged

with the possession or sale of
marijuana..
"The sale or possession of
marijuana is a felony in this
state," he said. "A c. 0:1vict1on
on a felony charge, besides the
possible ensuing prison termP
revokes the right to vote, the
right to leave the country, and the
person is obligated to report t.o
a parole board at varying inter.
vals," he said.
These are some of the things
which SGA feels might be better
illuminated by a drug education
program, he said.
_
"We would like to make stu.
dents aware of the far.reaching
consequences which may result
from the illegal use of drugs,"
Hamilton concluded.

Locals Set Up Defense Fund
A legal· defense fund has been
set up by a group of townspeople
and faculty members to provide
aid to persons who mighf other,
wise lack competent legal as~ j
sista.nce.
_'\
This fund provides aid to those
persons recently arrested on
the charge of the sale or pos.
session of marijuana. The com.
mittee is headed by Virgil 01.
son, associate professor of sociology at Central.
According to members of the
committee, the immediate motivation for establishing the fund
came from the large-scale natur.e of the ar rests, the limited

legal counsel locally, the heavy
financial drain on these indiv.
iduals due to high bail demands,
and indications that the county 1
prosecutor would oppose re
quests f or state.appointed coun. \
sel.
It was felt that because of
these reasons, particularly that
bail demands were as high as
$4000 when a property bond was
posted, that some of the arrested
individuals might lack the re.
sources for competent legal as.
sistance, Charles Stastny, com.
mittee member, said.
"So far, more than $200 has
. been deposited in the fund's
0

\

account, number 18353, at the
National Bank of Commerce,"
David Burt, treasurer, said.
~T-h-i
t
to b fa
e r
s amoun seems
h
t
f
babl
s or o pro
y needs and
ts Sta. tn ha
t1m ,,
reques •
s y s es a"'"
ed the probably cost, per indi.
victual, for competent legal counsel at no less than $1000. This
means that approximately $25,.
000 is needed.
Fund.raising efforts are to be
stepped up, with plans for campus collection drives, letters of
solicitation, dances, and other
activities, according to the committee .

Drug Arrests .Prove
Education Is Needed
A 'CRIER' EDITORIAL

The recent arrest of 22 Central students on charges
of sale and possession of narcotics has received state
and nation-wide attention.
Disregarding guilt or innocence of those arrested, in
numbers they represent one of the largest such roundups
ever undertaken in the northwest.
The arrests gave impetus to drug control measures
under consideration in the state legislature; and they led
to the initiation of a state senate investigation of campus
drug problems. Investigators will attempt to determine
if there isn't more the colleges themselves can do to
discourage drug use.
Around here, narcotics use by students on and off
campus has been a poorly kept secret for some time. The
real qqestion has not been whether arrests would eventually
be made but, rather, how soon and of how many individuals
involved.
It should be stressed that the center of Central's drug
problem is marijuana and, to a lesser extent, I.SD.
Marijuana is not physically addictive. It is psychologically habit forming. It does induce a temporary
loss of personal self control. With prolonged use it can
lead to inability to face reality, personal alienation from
society, or a general neurotic state- ''freaking out."
I.SD is a compound capable of producing profound
physiological and mental reactions. Scientifically it is
only partially tested. An LSD "bad trip" can cause
serious mental disorders. Several collegiate "bad trip.
pers" have had fatal accidents while under the influ.
ence of I.SD.
The sorry truth is that, though everyone knew the campus
drug problem was steadily worsening, nothing has been
done to prevent it. No significant attempt has been made to
educate students to the statutory or mental and physical
consequence~ of drug use.
We believe that the drug problem on campus and across
the nation is of sufficient magnitude to warrant continuing
"Crier" coverage. We will attempt t.o conduct an in.
depth study of the problem, beginning with this section.
We \vill draw on material from other college papers when
it seems to shed light on the subject.
Drug use on campus can no longer be ignored. Pre.
ventive education must be begun.

/
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Drug Problem Pursues Man Down The Ages
By VICKI F ALKENBURY
Managing Editor
Central's recent problem with
drugs is one of the oldest problems in the world, second only
to the apple in the Bible; and
there is speculation about what
was in that apple.
The first factual written ac.
coWlt of the use of drugs was
given by Herodotus as he described the practice of the Sey.
th~ns breathing the fumes of
hemp flowers thrown in bonfires.,
BAD TRIP TAKEN
Long before Homer's Lotus
Eaters and Socrates' "bad trip''
with hemlock, however, India,
China and Persia were breathing
or ea.ting some form of psychedelic drug.
In the old days it was called
bhang, dagga, hashish or kif,
depending on which caste system
used it, but today it is more
commonly known as marijuana.

While the lower caste Indian
was grinding his bhang and mak.
ing it into a soup, the nomads
in Siberia were taking delicate
nibbles out of mushrooms to
brighten the gray Sibertan sky.
The Old World, however, was
not alone in its pursuit of mushrooms. In Central America the
Indians were making a big fuss
over mushrooms and left the
20th century 3,000. year. old
stones carved to look like mush·
rooms.
CACTUS COMPETES
Shortly after Cortez made
Mexico a tourist attraction, the
Spanish friars found the market
for fire water in heavy compe.
tition with cactus buttons and
certain mushrooms.
Meanwhile, down in South
America the natives were turn.
ing their noses up at fire water
in fa vol;" of morning.glory seeds

and a magic potion called ca.api
or yaje.
While the morning.glory busi.
ness boomed along the sunny
banks of the Amazon, the Indians in Colombia and Venezuela.
along the Orinoco River were
busy sticking chicken bones up
their nostrils to inhale yopo
snuff.,
BLOWPIPE USED
The Waika Indians of northern
Brazil, finding a shortage of
chickens, administered their
snuff, epena, by blowing it
through a blowpipe deep into the
nasal passages of the user.

became so when taken after a
hard day at the copra mill.
Coming back to the Old World
and the 20th century, a quiet
Swiss pharmaceutical firm, San.
doz, Ltd., sent a shipment of.
D-lysergic acid diethylamide to

the U $. in 1949 for experimen.
tal tests.
·
Now the 18..year.old LSD and
the 4$000-yea.r-old Indian hemp
have brought the age.old problem
home to the CWSC campus.

Even the laughing islands of
the South Pacific were not de.
void of psychedelic pleasures.,
The heated hula became more
interesting while sipping the
polynesian ceremonial bever.
age. ka va. Although ka va was
not actually hallucinogenic, it

Into The Darkness
From charcoal bontire breathers to· the lighted reefer
the drug problem has followed man through 4,000 yea.rs
of history. From the South American jungles to the
closed doors and darkened rooms it has found its way
to the Central campus.

WE'RE LOOKING

FOR PEOPLE WITH
ABIT OF THE
MAVERICK
IN THEWI
(We're a bit of a maverick
Because Alls<;ate has never been
content to do things the way
they~ve always been done, we're
sometimes called the maverick of
the insurance business.
We're the company that led the
fight for lower insurance rates by
cutting red tape and needless
frills. The company that made
insurance · policies easier to read
and understand.
And this kind of pioneering has
paid off.' In just 35 years, Allstate
has grown from a handful of customers to more than eight million ,
policyholders . Our sales have
more than tripled in the last ten
years alone (they're now approaching the billion-dollar-a
year mark) . And we now rank
among America's top 100 corporations in terms of assets.
We appreciate that our remarkable growth is due to people"mavericks" who shared our philosophy. Right now, we're looking
for people of the same stripe-

Lady Wrangler®
JAZZY JEANS
FOR SPRING!

ours~lves.)

men and women with the fresh
ideas and ambition to become
part of our management team.
Are you a .bit of a maverick? A
man who doesn't automatically
settle for the status quo? Then
consider a career with Allstate.
We need peopl~ now (regardless
of their majors) in Marketing, Investment, Finance, Underwriting,
Public Relations, Communications, Personnel, Law and Research. (A start in any of the
careers is the first step toward a
key position in Allstate's management.)
If you qualify, we'll move you
ahead just as fast as your talent
and dedication can take you. (Our
policy is to promote from within.)
In addition, you'll find that few
companies can match our extra
employee benefits (including the
famous Sears Profit Sharing Plan).
To get all the facts, see our
Personnel Manager when he's interviewing on campus.

Allstate is interviewing:
Date-April 13
Time-9 a.m.-4:30 p . m.
P,lace-Placement ()ffice ~

In a career, too,
you're in good hands with Allstate®~
Allstate Insurance Companies. Skokie, Illinois

Founded by Sears

Lady Wrangler jeans in a jazzy
new print! Front-zipped,
back-yoked with a real western
flair. Wash and wear cotton print
canv~.s in red, brass, turquoise,
' purple. Size 5/6-18., ,$8.
Man-tailored, button down
shirt in wash and wear cotton
chambray denim. Red,
natural, turquoise, purple.
Sizes 28-38 ... $4.

LSD Publicity Increases Problem
THE UBYSSEY t UNIVERSITY
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA - The
following was written by a now
"respectable" ex-acid head who
prefers to remain anonymous.
In the decades following the
crucifixion of Christ, there was
probably a sincere belief in the
minds of the Romans that Chris·
tianity was merely a passing
annoyance. The f anatlcal Chris··
tians would either be expelled
or killed off.
The radical belief they held)
a belief that was not in the best
interest of the Roman Empire,
would soon lose its novelty. Kill
a few for crimes against the
state,. and the rest would give
it up.
The current publlc concern
- boarding on inqulsltlon over LSD is an issue that suf·
fers in much the same ways
from lack of foresight as the
issue mentioned above.
THEY ARE DREAMING
The establishment - in Vancouver at least - is not even
prepared to admit that the issue
they are dealing with might be
bigger than themselves. With
self satisfied assurance they are
dreaming up ways of ending the
threat.
The Romans acted in much the
same way when they failed in
stamping out the current be·
lief of the day. The people in
power in this province don't
realize the size of the issue
they are tacklirig, and because
of this they will do untold harm
in the process.
LSD is a fact. Airplanes are
a fact. The need for both is
firmly established within our
society.
That LSD is so firmly established can be realized by notlc·
lng the large uproar presently
showing itself in the various
forms of public news media.
An issue receiving so muchpubllcity be the forces opposed to
it will only grow.

DEVIL SHALL OVERCOME
By assuming that LSD and
other - all-psychotropic drugs
- are on the side of the Devil,
the local radio talk-show op.
POrtunists are playing right into
the hands of the Devil. And the
Devil shall overcome. After all,
God is dead.

The so-called dangers of LSD
of three types: real, ima·
gined, and those that stem from
the trend present in Vancouver
today - to impose further re·
strictions. This last danger is
by far the most serious, and the
local sensation seekers are doing their best to get every bit
of controversy out of the issue
they can.
So what if a few thousand
Christians died at the hands of

are

non-bellev~rs?

STRICTER CONTROL
The current trend toward
stricter control's sake will only
give added incentive to an al·
ready uncontrollable problem.
It is a problem, but the cure
seems to be much worse than
the sickness.
Seeking for meaning in drugs
signifies that there is little
meaning elsewhere.
Present legal practices seem
meaningless in light of medic~
evidence contradicting much of
the narcotic code. By outlawing
the chemicals that the young.
er generation are using to find
meaning, the very system that
outlaws these chemicals wlllfur·
ther estrange these people.
WITCHES BURNm
What will happen cannot be

Predicted. But it will happen. these kids want to get hooked
The laws wlll get tougher and on this sinful drug. I just can't
"heads" will roll. History sup. . understand it." This, I submit
ls the crux of the problem.
ports this.
Not only do they not under·
Coffee, chocolate and alcohol
stand, but they don't want to,
have all had their periods of
or are not prepared to. The
restriction, and have come out
radio and TV shows are more
again. The misinformed masses
than obllging them in this lat·
will demand that witches be burnter respect by their ignorant
ed. The burning will be in the
editorializing
and almost morbid
near future.
desire to spread controversy.
Mothers and young girls phone
LSD is a mild threat cominto ~he talk shows and say, pared to the power of these
self-imposed know-it-alls.
"I just can't understand why

Bis
: ............. .
1:::::·. _ _ _ _ ,

- !: .~...... --, ...... -......, ... , ..

filers
checking
accounts

at

Dean Shows Cohcern
The administration hasalways
been concerned with the problem
of narcotics, according to Y. T.
Witherspoon, dean of students.
"President Brooks, on sev.
eral occasions, has publicly stat.
ed that usage of narcotics was
forbidden on the Central cam.
pus," Witherspoon said.
Witherspoon added thatinlight
of recent arrests that an SGA.
administrative stand on narcot.
ics wlll be published in forth.
coming student handbooks.
The Dean of Students an.
nounced that his office is plan.
ning on importing a num her of

COLLEGE
BANKING @®CENTER

speakers to present facts con.
cernlng LSD- and "pot" to stu.
dents.

Across from the Campus

"These people will discuss the
medical and psychological ef.
fects of drugs, and acquaint stu.
dents with the legal atmosphere
for drug usage," Witherspoon
commented.
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

First
Choice
Of The
Engageables

CJ"oncue
•

in Chic. ••

tucked in ... sassy

AS ADVERTISED
IN MADEMOISELLE,
SEVENTEEN,
AND GLAMOUR

stitching goes all
around! Fashion to
set tongues

~eY~on_u.\\ti

wagging!

7.95

REGISTERED

~psa,k~®

·MUNDY'S Family Shoe Store

DIAMOND

RINGS

They like the smart" styling and
the guaranteed perfect ce.n ter
diamond ... a bri 11 iant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction.

"Shoes for the Entire Family"

S.G.A.

FILM SGACLUB

SHOW YOUR
CARD AND
SAVE 15% ON ALL

e FILMS
FLASH
;:;: e PHOTO

i

·:: , 1

·'c

=---··

y

GOOD ONLY

AT

MODERN PHOTO'S
Plaza Branch

925-9227

706 E. 8th ·

PRICES

FROM

DETAIL .

®

I

SIOO.

TO

SSOOO.

TRADE·MARK REG.

A.

RINGS

H.

ENLARGED

PONO COMPANY,

TO

INC.,

SHOW

BEAUTY

ESTABLISHED

OF

1892.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

I

I
I
I
I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I
I Address. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I
CitY--------~------------- I
,ip _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1 State
I
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
I
I
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" an~ new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~
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LSD User States Position

Psych students,
getting ready for a couch of your own?
Start saving now at NB of C and you'll have it sooner than you
imagine. Your savings work harder with Daily Interest at 4% per
annum, compounded and paid quarterly. Deposit or withdraw
whenever you like ... without losing interest. Come in today.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCENfrC
Memher rederal Oepos11 Insura nce Corporation

JACK Rt;ITSCH,

Monag¢f~;,fl)ensb~rg ~rancp,

5;th and!'earl .

By VERN GIESBRECHT
Collegian Campus Editor
THE COLLEGIAN, WESTE~N
LEGE - After asking. for anonymity on an interview· Sunday
over KPUG, a Western sophomore claimed that nearly 750
people on campus have taken
LSD, the · number is increasing rapidly and that laws "won't
affect the use of LSD one whit."
The student was interviewed
by Jack Mayne, one of the station's newsmen, on the half hour
program "Kaleidoscope/'
He said he has taken LSD 25
times, once while in high school,
and estimated that some 400
students at Western take it regu.
larly. By regularly, he explain·
ed, he meant "someone who has
used LSD and plans to use it
again."
ONCE A MONTH
"I take it around once a
month," he said, and went on
to Point out that LSD is not
a drug, and also nonaddictive.
"If my source was cut off tomorrow, . it wouldn't affect my
life," he said. "Some guys have
taken it fiv~ times a week, but

Your College
Bookstore

they're pretty mixed-up people."
The student said he first took
LSD because he was curious.
"I found I could realize my·
~If by taking LSD," he said.
"It's a mind-expanding ' chem·
ical, and gives the user a mystical experience. He discovers
the unity of all life; he becomes
aware that the life ~e has is
the same life that everyone else
has, or a fish, or a tree. He
becomes aware of a universal
life force that possesses everyone and everything."
WILL HELP RELIGION
He contended that the use of
· LSD was basically a religious
experience, and had the potential of revitalizing religion.
"Mystical experience is the root
ol all religions," he said. "The
Christian Church is beginning
to lose its meaning and appeal,
and LSD has the potential of
reviving ancient religious questions.''
Commenting
on
Timothy
Leary, the student safd, "He's
a dreamer. People shouldn't get
too involved with him. I don't
think we should 'drop out,' rather 'drop back in.' "
Mayne asked the student if,
since using LSD was not against
the law, anyone cared if he and
others used it.
"The administration doesn't
approve," he replied vehement·
ly. "They have suspended students for using it."
He felt that LSD would soon
be illegal in the state of Wash·
ington, but added, "Outlawing
LSD will only drive it underground, it won't stop it. It will

lead to a situation similar to
prohibition days where the traf·
fie in. LSD will be controlled
and handled, by the syndicate.
It wlll be the stupidest thing
the legislature could do.''
MARLJUANA USED
The student said he also has
used marijuana, and that there
is "a great deal of marijuana
use on campus." He said it
is virtually impassible to tell
when a person is high on mar·
ijuana. "I've appeared on campus high on marijuana so many
times I can't count them.''
Referring to LSD again, the
student emphasized the importance of preparation before an
LSD 'trip.' "Taking LSD with·
out training and preparation is
like driving a car 90 miles an
hour down the freeway with·
out ever having driven before,u
he said.
He said it was best to take
LSD with a close friend, ''in
your room, in the woods or on
the beach. Students don't ap.
pear on campus when they are
high because the dilation of their
pupils might give away the fact
that they are on LSD," he said.
When Mayne asked how he
would go about getting some
LSD, the student told him only
that he would have to become
friendly with a group of userso
"The group is very guarded.''
"The group is very guarded,"
he cautioned. "We have to, we
can't take a risk, because we
have a future ahead of us.''

~:1)!

ir~

Now Opened
7:30 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday

~~,:,
~~~

~

I~ .$'~
.......---.~

,~\~,I

Barn.es &

(dlJlil'fJ

See The Large
Selection of Study Aids

Margarets
in the Plaza
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SGAKeeps

SUB Buzzing
_Night and Day
Open more than 100 hours a
· week, the Samuelson Union
Building provides facilities for
relaxation, studying and student
functions.
Supported in part by SGA funds,
the building is equipped with
games parlor, TV den, two loung.
es, meeting rooms and the SGA
offices.
Key night time features include
Jazz in the Cage (7:30 Wednes.
day), a hootenanny (7:30 Thurs.
day) and the weekend rock.'n 1•
roll dances.
Since remodeling in 1961, the
SUB faces possible expansion to
accommodate the needs of a
growing student b<?dY.
(Photos by Craig Markham
and Michelle Per.r ow)
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The

Snakes Preside Over Laundry
By CHRISTIE SEEF~D

From fashion shoe modeling ori
plush carpets to doing her laun.
dry in a tile-floored utility room
containing a 100 gallon drum of
rattle snakes was a prettybroad
step for petite Joan Dumas, the
secretary.sweetheart of Central
Washington State Colleg@'s
speech and drama department.

''I always wanted ·
to bEr an actress."

Phone

Before her marriage to Dr.
Philip C. Dumas, chairman and
associate professor of CWSC's
biology department, Mrs.Dumas
modeled shoes for brand mme
shoe manufacturers in plush
shops in Seattle and Portland.
Since her m~rriage, Joan, sec.
retary to Dr. Jon Ericson of
CWSC 's speech and drama de.
partment, confines her activities
to being a professor's wife, the
mother of three children, par.
ticipating in Little Theatre
dramas and going on family
field trips in search of various
species of little beasties.
"During my teenage yea.rs of
career planning and speculating,
the thought Of being a secre.
tary never entered my mind,"
confided congenial Joan.
. "I always wanted to be an
actress," she added.
"But I changed my mind when
I fimlly realized that to be
a professional actress, and a
good one at that, one must be
willing to work extremely 113.rd
and be completely dedicated to
her career," she continued.
In reJa~on to her present Ca..

reer, Joan stated that she ts
perfectly contented with her
present roles of a professor's
wife, mother, secretary and
part.time amateur actress.
''The majority of our week.
ends are spent on family field
trips seeking out the habitats
of species of frogs, salamanders
and always, snakes," said Joan.
"I guess Judy and I will never
get used to having live rattle.
snakes in the utility room,"
sighed Joan.
''Perhaps our wariness of
snakes stems from the fact we
are the only members of the
'weaker sex' in the immediate
household," she rationalized.
J can enjoys her work in the
speech and drama department.

925-5558
Free Delivery
" • o . the 'weaker sex' • • •"

Ellensburg Floral Shop
Downtown Location- Next to Post Office

"I love my work because I
enjoy people," commentedJoan.
"Of course being in this spe.
ciflc department gives me a lot
of plea.sure because of myinter.
est in the theatre as well as
my interest in all kinds of peo.
pie," Jean stated.

"In this office, I feel I still
have my finger in the drama
pie. Even though it's just my
little finger," she added o
From the footlights to fashion
shoe shops, to s~e-inhabited
utility rooms, to the routine
and variety of her secretarial
job, and home again to the con.
tentment of a happy home life,
Joan has done some pretty high
stepping.

DROP-IN
by Dick Trapp ·:

Strolling to Disaster ·
The Sunday. before last marked the beginning of spring
quarter. Obviously everybody knows that. It was also
Easter, but this minute contingency appears to be of little
consequence to the Great Schedule Planner.
At any rate, it all began again Sunday, , and anyone who
didn't watch the activities of moving in all over campus
missed a good show indeed.
My wife and I took the dog for a walk, and naturally grav.
Uated toward campus. As we stood waiting for the beast
to finish killing three square feet of grass, we watched
some of the action of moving in.
Suddenly a car careened around the corner, bounced over
the curb, and·came l:arreling straight at us.
Taking stock of the situation immediately, I did the only
sensible thing I could. I flung the wife in front of me and ran.
· I got about thirty yards before I realized that I had wasted
my energy. Turning around, I discovered that the car had
stopped about a quarter of an inch from her and that the dog
was now frantically engaged in trying to puncture the left
front tire.
As I came tack, the spouse said, "Well, Mr. Terrific, I'm
glad to see you weren't frightened.''
"Well," I mumbled. "It looked like there was going to be
a wreck, .so I was going for help."
She laughed derisively at this, and the mutt came over and
· began attacking my left foot.
At this point, about 40 girls came up the walk carrying
suitcases and cardboard boxes, with parents, boyfriends, and
kid brothers in tow and swept us into the dorm, depositing
me roughly on the floor with the dog still trying to disengage
my foot from my leg.
' Wondering where my wife was, and realizing that it was
suicide to attempt to stand, I began erawllng toward the door.
I reached my objective some 15 minutes later after having
sustained several severe lacerations about the head and
neck, at the hands of two young ladles who were unaware of
my intentions.
Peering out the door; I found the object of my search engaged
in an incredibly bloody fist fight with the dorm president and
the house mother who were trying to get her to pay her dorm
dues.
After watching enthusiastically for about ten minutes, I
decided that this disgusting spectacle couldn't continue, so I
summoned all of my courage and ran -over and tackled the
house mother just as the plucky old lady was reaching into _
her purse for her zip gun.
After several exhaustive minutes of struggling, I finally
subdued her With a karate chop to the neck. I then grabbed
the dog by the tail and the wife by the hand and ran toward
home with the silly mutt attacking my ear lobe and the wife
screaming invectives at the Red Cross volunteers who were
trying to revive the dorm presidento
"And it started out as such a nice day for a walk/' I
thought Wis_tfully.

Attention Students
Discount Prices on
Gas, Oil, Parts, Accessories

When you can't afford to be dull
sharpen your wits
with NoDoz
NoDoz keep alert tablets or new chewable mints,
safe as coffee, help bring you
back to your mental best ... help
you become more alert to the
people and conditions around
you. Non-habit forming.
•1J!lli1Bli1
While studying, or after hours,
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

%ditb
Tablets or new Chewable Mints

Bob's Richfield

&
Econo Wasb
Across From the Rack N' Cue
On the Highway to the Ranch

I

For low costlnsurancecov.
ering Hondas, liabillty-acci.
dent, Fire • Life • Auto and
hard to place insurance.
We specialize in Honda Insurance which includes 24
hour medical coverage on or
off the Honda at a real eco.
nomic rate.
Stop in and seeDonJonesat

Don
Jones
Insurance
810 N. Pine

962-7787

'Cat Track Squad Faces Western
By KUGIE LOUJS
Assistant Sports Editor
The Central Washington track
.team will be going after their
22nd win in 23 starts under
coach Art Hutton tomorrow when
they host a strong Western team
on the Ellensburg High School
Track at 1 p.m.
The Vikings from Bellingham
are led by the EVCo javelin
champ, Da.ve Vandergriend, who
finisl:\ed fourth in his specialty
last year at the NAIA National
meet in Sioux Falls, South Da.
kota.
Vandergriend will be pushed
by Central's Fred Andrew,
transfer student off to a good
start this year. Andrew cap.
tured the Washington State Jun.
ior College spear-chucking title
last year. Backing him up tomorrow w~ll be Yakima transfer
Wayne Worby, rounding into
shape after an extended basket.
ball sea.son.

FRESHMEN STANDOUTS
Not considered as strong over.
all as the Central teams of the
past few years, Huttonhasnever.
theless come up with some out.
standing individual performers,
including a glittering array of
freshman hopefuls. Most notable
of these are Jim Hay and Mark
Henry. Hay set a field record
last week in his first race on
Central's track, circling the oval
for a new 440-yard dash mark of
49 .1 seconds. The old record
was set by Jim Mecklenberg of
Central in 1962.
Henry, in his first outing as a
'Cat spiker, toured the two.mile
at the University of Washington
for a new · school record two
weeks ago of 9 minutes, 18.3
seconds.
Joe Evans, Hay, and Ron Sims
provided a surprise last Satur.
day by sweeping the long jump
event, helping Central storm
past Seattle Pacific, 101A3 here
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at Ellensburg. The three young.
sters need spectacular efforts
this weekend to overcome West.
ern's John Hunt and Dick Pre.
frement and Don Burrell, who
each placed in tliis event at la.st
year's conference meet. Hunt
went on to jump 24 feet, l/~ inch
at the Nationals in June, placing
second.
THREE RECORDS SET
While thrashing the Falcons
from Seattle, Central opened the
dual meet season by setting
thiee stadium records. In add!.
tion to Hay's, BobMetzger skimmed the 440-yard intermediate
hurdles ina record 56.1 seconds.
Jim Boora showed why he's an
All-American trackster by clip.
ping over two and one-half sec.
·Onds off the 880 mark, setting
the new standard of 1: 53 .1. Boora
can expect stiff competition from
Western's Tom Campbell tomor.
row.

SOMEONE ILL?

SEND THEM A

GET WELL CARD ...

4~~

-

SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS

llllllJerrol's
111111111 ELLENSBURG
-------111

E.

BthAVE.

•

962-4137

Mile Relay Exchange
Jim Brunaugh (left) passes the baton in the mile relay to Jim Hay during last week's dual
meet against Seattle Pacific. Hay, the sensationa.lfreshman from Hoquiam, set a new field
record in the 440 yard dash in his first varsity race. Hay turned on his afterburner and
flew around the track in 49.l seconds to break the old mark set in 1962 •

.For Spring
· Enioyment

"I'm O.K.
just studying hard"

$1 ~2.5 P.e ·r hour ·
Student ~pecial .
with S.G.A. C.ard

$ l .QO per ho_u r
3-7 p.m.

Good news is worth getting
from the workhorse's mouth
Keep in touch with the
young folks away at school.
You can talk station-to.
station three minutes for no
more than a dollar anywnere
in the continental U.S. except Alaska after 8 PM and
all day Sunday.

tj
\._ ELLENSBURG
TELEPHONE CO.

f"

BILLI
.

~

RACK 'NCUE
· on Spokane Hiway

11

Phone 925-9785~

Bristol Stripe Oxford ·
... an almost lighter-than-air cotton oxford
batiste ... in colors and stripings that bring
out the boy in a man. Tailored with a deft
hand ... typically Gant. Important: this
Bristol Stripe Oxford button-down will tenaciously hold its crispness .when the heat's
on.

t\uirkerbntkPr
arn's · 8'1Jnp
Jo The Plazn

't •

I
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The
Bench
-Jockey

Baseballers Divide.Doubleheader,
Next Take on Gonzaga Nine There
The Central Washington hiseIn the first game, Central
hill team, fresh from a split _ scored early, saw the game tied
of a doubleheader against Yak- twice, then tallied a paii' of runs
ima, travel to Spokane today to in the visitor's half of the sev.
take on Gonzaga in a twin bW
enth inning to win.
The Wildcats, who had been
Ed Aylward pitched six innings
rained out last weekend against and picked up the win. The hard
Yakima Valley JC, won the first throwing senior from Sea.tile
contest 6-4, then dropped theab- (Ballard) struck out four while
breviated second game by an 8-2 being touched tor 7 hits. Only
count Wednesday of this week. one of the runs off Aylward was
0

GET MORE USED CAR
FOR YOUR MONEY
66 Comet. 4-dr. Sedan
warranty

, ,

radio, auto, power steering . New car

$1 99 5

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • •

65 Ford Custom 4-dr.

power steering & brakes, auto

$1495

66 Custom Fordor Sedan auto, steering, brakes, V-8
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 895
64 , Country Sedan power steering, auto • • • • • $1495
63 Fairlane 500 2-dr. H.T. radio, V-8, auto. $1295
63 Triumph Spitfire "-.speed • • • • • • • • • • $995
60 Ford 2-dr. H. T. V-8 sharp. Auto, radio, s~eering $69 5
.
'
61 Falcon Wagon auto, radio
• • • • • • • • $545
61 Fiat 2-dr. std. trans . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $195
57 Plymouth 2-dr. H.T•... -....... $195

Wildcat Linksmen
Open Season Play
With Away Match

56 Nash 4-dr. . ......... ~ '.-....... $99

K811eher Motor

C-c»~

6th & -Pearl
Phone 962-1408

''SPARKLING NEW''

WEBSTER'S
RESTAURANT BRAND ROOM
and

319 N. Pearl

925-8017

i-------------~---------1
I Featuring. • •
I

I

I

:I FRANK DeMIERO :I
~I
QUARTET
:I
:·
I

Live Entertainment every. • •

:

W ED.-FRl.-SAT. NITES

I

.

:
I

:
I

-----------------------·
DINE & DANCE
• The Finest In Dinners
• New Dance Floor and
Lounge Area.

earned. Butch Hill came on and
hurled the final frame, givingup
one hit, but nothing came of it.
The 'Cats got two quick runs
in the first frame on a long
single by Bill Nor th and run.
producing hits by Kim Hammons
and LeRoy Day. Yakima tied
the contest in their half by way
of a hise on balls and two
Wildcat miscues. -The Indians
went ahead for the only time in
the . game in the third inning
when four singles produced a
tally.
A two-run doublt! by Ken Pleasant brought the visitors hick on
top in the fourth inning.
With the score tied going into
the final inning, a walk to Dave
Kovdahl, an error that enabled
Lynn Banks to get aboard, and
a booming double· by John Jami·
eson settled the issue.
Yakima showed what a little
more game experience can do
by solving four Central pitchers
for 10 hits in the nightcap, called
after 5i,4 innings because of
darkness. The Indians had already posted wins over Seattle
University and Idaho, while the
Wildcats were getting their first
taste of competition.

The 1967 golf season opensto..
day for Central with .double
matches with Whitworth and
Eastern in Spokane. Played at
the difficult Indian Canyon
course just outside Spokane, the
golfers will tee off at 1 :00 p.m.
Monday, )April 10, the 'Cat
linksmen engage Yakima Vallel'
College at Yakima's Golf and
Country Club, located out toward
Terrace Heights in East Yakima.
Tee time is 1 :30 p.m.
Coach Stan Sorenson must
choose five players from over
thirty who reported for early
turnouts.
Perhaps the top prospect to
date would be Rob Ashman, a
transfer from Yakima Valley
College.
Another newcomer
from Yakima is Dave Fiorino~
who along with Ashman is pushing for a top spoto Also among
the top cqntenders are the three
lettermen from last year, Jim
Boyle, Howard Smith, and Glen
Paget.

By Greg Bo Ivi
Sports Editor
The most dramatic moment in a basketball game, the one
that brings the crowd to its feet and gasps of admiration is
gone. The home run of basketl:B.11, the dunk, is·now illegal.
March 28, the National Baskethill Committee outlawed the
dunk shot for college and high school games.
"We did this to equalize the offenseanddefense," remarked
Clifford Fagan, secretary of the National Basketball Committee. A safety factor was also involved in the commt.ttee's
decision. Many hiskets were being bent out of shape and
lots of gJass . blackboards were being shattered, according
to Fagan.
Funny thlng, the committee happened to make the ruling
after the national champion UCLA Bruins had waltzed through
30 games undefeated. The ruling couldn't have been aimed
at 7-1 Lew Alcindor;
most people that tall
wouldn't think - of stuffing the hill through the
hoop anyway. That
might hurt the other
team's chances of winning.
Dean Nicholson, coach
of Central's third-place
winners at the NAIA
tourney, isn't an advo~ te of the dunk during
a game, but you've got
to admit it is an a we.
some sight to see Leo
Beck in particular, or
anyone in general, dunk
a hisketball for the
Wildcats. It can "psych
out" the opposition too.
There's a certain qua.I.
ity of excitement in seeing an individual hurl
himself high into the
air above the rim of
the hoop and slam a
tasketl:B.11 through the
hisket.
Now it is no more.
Next thing you know,
they'll make it so the
combined height of the
Leapin' LEO BECK
players on the start. ,
ing five will have to
Sorry, Leo, Safety First
add up to equal 30 feet in height. Wonder what use Johnny
Wooden, coach of UCLA, would have for a 4-11 guard?
Ellensburg townspeople were tickled pink to see the Wildcats
do so well in the nationals at Kansas City. Dozens of telegrams were sent to the 'Cats' hotel in KC, and streams of
congratulations still pour in. But Mr. Joseph Licari, of
Licari's Barber Shop, 103 East 4th Ave., wants to do a little
more for the cagers. To show his appreciation "for a job
well done," he will "contribute his time and talent with a
free hair-style job for each member of the team." The
number to call for an appointment is 925-5141.
That's really a fine gesture on Mr. Lica.ri's part. Methinks
his most challenging customers will be Dave Ben~ct and
Dan Bass, the long and short of it as far as hair styles go.

The Roffler
Sculptur-Kut,
Techniq-u e
Appointments

.Guaranteed by a top company
/

No war clause
Exdusi_ve benefits at special rates

925-5141

• Friendly Atmosphere

Licari's Barber Shop
REMEMBER • •• Enioy a nite out at Websters. Finest
Food and Entertainment bl Ellensburg~

FIDELITY UNIONUFE
INSURANCE CO.
COLLEGEMASTER

In The Elton Hotel

Premium deposits deferred
urit i 1. you are out of school

J. W. "Bill" Rolcik
C~llegeMaster

Representative
504 E. 8th

962 -9292
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'Cats Face Viks
In Net Opener
i~
$

Palmer Pummels One·
Junior varsity laseOO.ll coach, Palmer Muench, steps
away from ~n inside pitch and slams it down the first
00.se line into right field for a sure triple. The soft.
spoken, well-liked graduate of Willamette University hopes
to coach lase00.11, 00.sketOO.ll, or both after finishing his
graduate studies.
(Photo by Craig Markham)

This season's Evergreen Conference tennis championships
will be wide open, and Central
will see what it can do about
bringing home some net laurels
when the Wildcats open league
play against Western Washington here this weekend. The
match will begin at 2 p .m. tomorrow afternoon.
"I see a wide-open race this
year P and I think every team has
a chance to win the league
crown," commentedWildcatten.
nis coach Dr. Everett Irish ..
"The overall strength of the
conference is good because no
one has the overall team power
to run away from the others,"
he added.
Lettermen Dave McGill, How.
ard Jensen and Mark Morrill
are the 00.ckbone of this year's
team, and the team will sink
or swim, depending on their per.
formances.
Dave Winn, Gary Nuber and
Fritz Tarrach are· all looking
real good after only two weeks
of practice, and could very well
win themselves a top spot should
any of the · top netmen falter.
Tarrach was a member of last
season's team, although he did
not letter. His experience could
prove vital.

Service With A Smile
Dave McGill, a senior from West Bremerton, shows fine
form as he puts full force behind a serve at a tennis
practice session earlier this week. Looking on with ap.
proval ls tennis coach Dr. Everett Irish. The 'Cat netmen
open play tomorrow at 2 p.m. here with Western Washington providing the opposition.
(Photo by Craig Markham)

Former Pro Now Teaches Skills
By GREG BOL VI
Sports Editor
Who led the Florida State
League in runs latted in during
the 1961 00.seball season and
doesn't pack a 38? Do you
realize that this hero, cheered
by the throngs of rabid baseball fans when he played for
the Sarasota Sun Sox, hasn't
even 'done a Gillette or Vita.Us
commercial yet? And this an.
around athlete hasn't had his
feet photographed for a Desenex
ad either?
Would you belleve that this
neglected warrior now is a grad.
uate assistant in physical edu.
cation at Central Washington
State College? Ah, yes, such is
the life of Palmer Muench.
Muench is the Wildcats' junior
varsity laseball coach, and also
helped out with the Central Washington basketlall troops this
year.
SIGNS WITH ATHLETICS
A graduate of Perryville,Mis.
souri, High School, Muench then
entered the service, after which
he signed a professional lase.
00.11 contract for a "fair bonus'P
with. the Kansas City Athletics.
A shortstop by trade, Muench
displayed his eagerness to play
as well as his versatility by
also playing second and third
base.
Highlight of his success in the

Looking. for~~-new
experience·

minor leagues was when the
slick.fielding infielder topped
the Florida State League in runs
batted in 1961. Muench knocked
in 99 tallies to lead the Florida
circuit. The hustling Sun Soxer
did it the hard way too; he hit
only one home run that year.
WILLAMETTE GRAD
Muench attended various col.
leges during the winter and off.
season months. After three
years of the National Pastime,
he quit professional baselalland
enrolled at Willamette (Ore.)
University, graduating from
there in 1964~
After graduation, the all.
around athlete coached junior
varsity baseball and basketball
at the Salem college. Under
Muench's guidance, the Willamette junior varsity cagers had
a 16.4 mark for the 1965-66
seasono

The CWSC graduate assistant
is now furthering his education
: in Ellensburg. ''I really like
: the town, and school and the
· athletic facilities are greato I
particularly like having a field.
house to work in with the OO.se00.11 team during days of bad
w&ther," Muench stated.
''I just keep praying the wind
doesn't come up too often," he
added.
EYING COLLEGE POSITION
After completing his graduate
studies, the Wildcat JV mse00.11
coach hopes to geta job coaching
baseball and-or 00.sketmll at the
college level.
Muench is married and is the
father of two boys. According to
him, the older one, who is six,
can dribble behind his back.
Now, if the youngster could only
switch hit •••

PLAZA
RECORD SHOP

HURRY . . . LAST 5 DAYS
SPECIAL POPULAR PRICES

!

6

OPEN 7:00
925-9511
1 Showing On I y At 7:45
SAT. MATINEE 2:00
SUN. MATINEE 4:00

WINNER OF ACADEMY AWARDS!
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRESENTS
ACARLO PONTI PRODUCTION
·

DAVID LEAN'S FILM
OF BORIS PASTERNAK'S

DOCTOR
ZHiVAGO

IN PANAVISION® AND METROCOLOR
STARTS WEDNESDAY APRIL 12
OPEN 7:00 1 COMPLETE SHOWING AT 7:30
(AT 7:40 ONLY)

THE CITY THAT BECAME
·A TORCH-THE TORCH
THAT FIRED THE WORLD!
A JULIAN BLAUSTEIN
PRODUCTION

haJO(>UM
OPEN 6:45

SHOW 7:15

IN fHE ·PL'A ZA

LARGEST· &·. lATEST STOCK
OF PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
AJ DISCOUNT PRICES.
A LSO·:

G'9itars
$upplimentary Textbooks
RECORQED TAPES
Radios~Electric & ·T ransistor

PHONO. ~EEDLES

1·o t t:ar Racing
J' c. :Jys': a week ·
.12"'1110_-p·,...,..

HobbySho
914 E. Capital
925-5554

·Batteries
Tape Recorders
Blank Tapes
· Portable Stereo Players
Wiring Acce~sories

TUES. & WED.
$1 .50 A CARLOAD

Students-Bring · YQ.':'r. br~.kt:n ptio·n o &~-r~~i~s tc>~
Plaza. We will ~a~~·-to, maira · store for repaar.

OWNED a/. CiPu.ATED .B Y DEAN'.S T.V~
1

BILLY WILDER'S

lRM8t.a

D0Utl£

~

APRIL 11 & 12
2 ADULT COMEDY HITS

TONY
: :;: : RICHARDSON'S

rom

Jones

EASTMANCOLOR

CA.MPUS CRIER, Friday'· .April 7, 1967
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Residence Hall Senate Sponsors
Student-Faculty Confabs·in Dorms
Student-faculty confabs in resi.
dence halls-an innovation at
Central, may be in the offingp
announced Dean Don Wise, ad.
visor to RHS.

This proposal was formualted
by Dr. Curt A. Wiberg, as.
sistant professor of biology; Ed.
ward Klucking, associate prof es..
sor of biology; and the Reverend

APHORISTS:
Often Booed by Againsterists

~

"Never a lender or a borrower be?" A-bit oldfashioned, don't you think. There's a time and
place for everything. That's why Weisfield's has
credit plans for students of promise.

;eisfieldS
JEWELERS

Don Cramer of the United Cam.
pus Christian Ministry, in re.
spanse to the original propas3.l ·
born in the dorms, and support.
ed by Dean Wise.
The propoSa.r is now being
sponsored by the Residence Hall
Senate.
The current plan allowsforfif.
teen professors lecturing on up.
per and lower campus.
On lower campus professors
will give a "last" lecture. That
is, they will speak to the stu.
dents on a topic they would
choose if it were their last
lecture anywhere. They will
speak on a topic of the stu.
dents' choosing.
Bob Faust, president of the
Residence Hall Senate, favors
the propasal.
"This is going to promote
a learning situation in the
dorms," Faust said.
"Students learn more in dorms
talking, outside the classes," he
continued.
Though the discussions will
take place in the residence halls,
they will not be limited to on.
campus students.
"We want to make it passible
for the off.. campus students to
attend, too," Dean Wise reports.
"All that remains is for the
RHS to form a committee to
work with the correspanding fac.
ulty committee in getting these
discussions started in the
dorms," Faust concluded.

Service Club
Shines Shoes
Tuesday, Spurs added shoe
shining to their list of services
to Central.
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. April
2-4, the girls were hard at
work in the SUB lobby shining
shoes for 25 cent:S a pair.

Just Arrived
NeYI S,t yle Moccasins

Fast Ed is Dead
Fast Ed, an affectionate cha~eleon and personal pet to
Muzzall's Mike Frazer, passed away Monday. night at
10:30. A Viking burial ceremony followed the chame.
leon's untimely death. Ed, placed in the Muzzall pond, ·
was set afire while Viking horns blew a mornful salute
to the chameleon. (Photo by Tom Seward)

CAT-A-LOG

Exams, MUN Set
WEEKEND MOVIES

The SGA movie for tonight
will be "Taste Of Honey" al
8: 30 at McConnell.
Tomorrow night's movie will
be "Girl with Green Eyes."

April 14, the SGA will pre.

TAOS

WUS WEEK BEGINS

Mox

A&W

e Hand Beaded

MUN CONVENES

Drive In

e Hand Laced

High school students will be
on campus today and· tomorrow
for Model United Nations.

9th & Euclid

EXAMS SCHEDULED

Made by World ~· amous
TAo·s PUEBLO INDIANS

Hot Dogs
,/

• •

. $.10

Saturday, April 8 Only
FREE 1 2-inch Pizza each night to the
room ordering the highest total sales.

.Starts Sunday, April 9

Delivery Service
5:30 p.m.•Midnight 7 days a week
Anywhere within city Ii.mils·.

.Mills·.Saddle N Tog
Complete Western Outfitters.
. 4th & Main~ 962;..~~12.

QUARTET PERFORMS

April 10 will be the date for
the Philadelphia String Quar.
tet•s first performance of the
week. They perform again April
12. Both performances are at
8: 15 in Hertz Recital Hall.

April 10-14 will be World Uni.
versity Student Week.
April 14 there will be a WUS
Dance in the SUB.

"Indian Made"

Designed and .
Hand Crafted
For Extra
Comfort

sent a movieentiiled ''TheRoom
At the Top."

Phone

925-986l

The last day to take the grad. ·
uate record exams for all grad•
uate students will be today. Reg.
istration will close at 3:00 p.m.
A fee of $4 .50 will be charged.
The General Nutrition 200
exemption exam will be given
on April 13 for all first quarter
freshmen and transfer students.
Health Education 100 exemp.
tion exams will be held the 12th
for all first quarter freshmen
and transfer students.

Dave's
Barber Shop
Open9-6

Sauna
Open9-9
Monday-Women'sDay
12-9

In The Plaza

